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Lonely Planet: The world's number one travel guide publisher*Lonely Planet's West Coast
Australiais your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and
what hidden discoveries await you. Snorkel among pristine coral at Ningaloo Marine Park, tour
the wineries and breweries in the Margaret River wine region, and experience the bizarre
landscapes of the Pinnacles Desert at dawn, sunset and full moon - all with your trusted travel
companion. Get to the heart of West Coast Australia and begin your journey now!Inside Lonely
Planet's West Coast Australia:Colour maps and images throughoutHighlightsand itineraries help
you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interestsInsider tips to save time and money and
get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spotsEssential infoat your fingertips - hours
of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, pricesHonest reviews for all budgets -
eating, sleeping, sightseeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks
missCultural insights provide a richer, more rewarding travel experience - history, people, music,
landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, politicsCovers: Perth, Fremantle, Margaret River, the Southwest
Coast, Monkey Mia, Ningaloo Coast, the Pilbara, Broome and the Kimberley.The Perfect
Choice: Lonely Planet's West Coast Australiais our most comprehensive guide to the west coast
of Australia, and is perfect for discovering both popular and off-the-beaten-path
experiences.Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet's Australia for an in-
depth guide to the country.About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company
and the world's number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy
information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four decades, we've printed over
145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You'll
also find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international
magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more.'Lonely Planet guides are, quite
simply, like no other.' - New York Times'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves, it's in
every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling
entire generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia)eBook Features:
(Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent
roaming and data chargesEffortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviewsAdd notes
to personalise your guidebook experienceSeamlessly flip between pagesBookmarks and
speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flashEmbedded links to recommendations'
websitesZoom-in maps and imagesInbuilt dictionary for quick referencingImportant Notice: The
digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
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Welcome to West Coast AustraliaUnfettered and alive, West Coast Australia is 12,500km of truly
spectacular coastline. There’s a freedom and optimism here that the rest of Australia can’t
replicate.Where Is Everybody?If the vast expanse of Western Australia (WA) was a separate
nation, it would be the world’s 10th largest (bigger than Algeria, smaller than Kazakhstan). Most
of WA’s population clings to the coast – yet you can wander along a beach without seeing



another footprint, or be one of a few campers stargazing in a national park. The state’s fertile
southwest features white-sand coves, rampant wildflowers and lush forests abuzz with native
wildlife. Up north in the big-sky, red-dirt Pilbara and Kimberley, you’ll encounter ancient gorges
and mesmerising waterfalls – and no one else for kilometres.On Your Plate, in Your GlassPerth
and Fremantle are laid-back, sunny cities in which the tradition of a nightly ‘sundowner’ (sunset
drink) is culturally ingrained. The cafe and restaurant scenes here, from bohemian to white-linen
wonderful, make any visit a culinary delight. After dark, small bars simmer with typical WA
decadence, while excellent local craft beers flow through pub taps. Further afield, the Margaret
River and Great Southern wine regions produce world-class drops, complemented by inventive
menus in regional restaurants. Truffles also grow down south, and WA’s seafood is consistently
sublime.Action AttractionsTime to get active! Block out a chunk of your calendar to hike the epic
1000km Bibbulmun Track or tackle a day walk – perhaps a section of the Cape to Cape Track on
Cape Naturaliste or a wildflower walk through Stirling Range National Park. Mountain bikers can
wheel through the forests of Margaret River or careen along the Munda Biddi Trail (also
1000km). Dive and snorkel in marine parks and around shipwrecks, surf at Margaret River, or
kitesurf and windsurf off Lancelin’s blowy beaches.All Creatures Great & SmallWA’s native
wildlife is ever present: you won’t have to venture too far from Perth to see kangaroos, emus,
colourful parrots and lesser-known locals such as quokkas, bilbies and potoroos. Each year
30,000 whales cruise the coast-hugging ‘Humpback Hwy’, while Bremer Bay near Albany is
known for its orcas. Ningaloo Marine Park is home to the world’s largest fish, the whale shark,
while dolphins proliferate at Rockingham, Bunbury and Monkey Mia. With a bit of research you
can make an ethical choice about how you choose to interact.Kangaroo with a joey, Lucky Bay,
Cape Le Grand National Park | JAN ABADSCHIEFF/500PX ©Why I Love West Coast
AustraliaBy Charles Rawlings-Way, WriterThere’s something fundamentally liberated about
West Coast Australia – a frontier spirit that’s free from the baggage of east-coast history.
Western Australians have an extroverted world view, gazing (and travelling) across the Indian
Ocean to India, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Mauritius, the Maldives, South Africa… Perth may be the
most isolated city of its size on the planet, but locals are connected to their international
neighbours in a way that introspective Melburnians struggle to countenance. Within the city and
beyond, this is an ancient land: Aboriginal culture here has a mainstream presence that the rest
of Australia is a long way from matching.For more, see our writers

West Coast Australia’s Top 13Perth & FremantlePerth may be remote, but it’s far from a
backwater. Studded across the city are chic Mod Oz restaurants, moody cocktail bars and
restored heritage buildings. Soulful inner-city suburbs thrum with guitars, turntable buzz and the
sizzle of woks. The shimmering Swan River and fabulous city beaches remain constants. Just
downstream, the raffish port of Fremantle has a pub on just about every corner, most of which
pour craft brews from around Western Australia and the world. Don’t miss the World Heritage–
listed Fremantle Prison while you’re here.Cottesloe Beach, Perth | BENNY MARTY/



SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesMargaret River Wine RegionThe pleasure of drifting from
winery to craft brewery along country roads shaded by gum trees is hard to do justice in one
paragraph – perhaps it’s suffice to say that this is Australia’s most beautiful wine region. Right on
its doorstep are the white sands of Geographe Bay, and closer to the vines are the world-famous
surf breaks of Yallingup and Margaret River Mouth. And then there are the caves – magical
subterranean palaces of limestone, scattered along the main wine-tasting route. Sip, swim, surf,
spelunk – the only difficulty is picking which one to do first.Dining at Cullen Wines | CATHERINE
SUTHERLAND/LONELY PLANET ©Top ExperiencesIndigenous ArtFrom upmarket city
galleries to centuries-old rock carvings in wild places, the culture and spirit of WA’s original
inhabitants deeply infuses this land. Browse the excellent commercial galleries in Perth and
Fremantle, while in the far northern reaches of the Kimberley you can visit local art cooperatives
such as Waringarri or Mowanjum, before peering across aeons at the Wandjina and Gwion
Gwion rock-art sites. Aboriginal culture here is close to the surface and in some ways easier to
engage with than anywhere else in the country.Wandjina rock art | KEITH MICHAEL TAYLOR/
SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesShark Bay & Monkey MiaThe aquamarine waters of Shark
Bay teem with astoundingly diverse marine life, from Monkey Mia’s famous dolphins to the
ancient stromatolites of Hamelin Pool. National parks here provide simple coastal camping (just
you, the sand and the stars); and excellent Indigenous cultural tours explain how to care for and
understand this country. Explore remote, wind-blown Edel Land, Australia’s westernmost tip,
with towering limestone cliffs; cross over to intriguing Dirk Hartog Island; or set sail alongside
seagrass-munching dugongs.Dolphins, Monkey Mia | LONEROC/SHUTTERSTOCK©Top
ExperiencesNingaloo Marine ParkThe sight of an enormous whale shark basking just below the
surface is something to file in your memory banks under ‘Once in a Lifetime’. This World
Heritage–listed marine park on the Coral Coast also offers the chance to snorkel and dive
among pristine coral and surf off seldom-visited reefs. Rivalling the Great Barrier Reef for beauty,
Ningaloo is also much more accessible: you can wade into shallow, turquoise snorkelling
lagoons straight from the beach. Development is very low-key, so be prepared to camp, or day-
trip from Exmouth and Coral Bay.DARKYDOORS/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesGibb
River RoadLaunch yourself into Australia’s last frontier on a wild drive down this old cattle road
into the heart of the Kimberley. The Gibb River Road is not for the faint-hearted; you’ll need a
serious 4WD, good planning and plenty of fuel, spares, food and water (not to mention healthy
doses of self-reliance, flexibility and humour). Your rewards are astonishing gorges, hidden
waterholes, incredible rock art and amazing wildlife, and you’ll gain a first-hand insight into life in
the Australian outback. Did we mention there are also flies, dust and relentless heat?Bell Gorge |
CATHERINE SUTHERLAND/LONELY PLANET ©Top ExperiencesRottnest IslandA short ferry
ride from either Perth or Fremantle, ‘Rotto’, or Wadjemup to the Noongar people, has been the
go-to escape for city slickers for generations. It encapsulates all that’s good about WA: beaches,
surf, rampant wildlife, a brilliant waterside pub… But it has a tragic history too: between 1838
and 1931 thousands of Aboriginal prisoners suffered here and hundreds died, while offshore



reefs have claimed many lives. Rotto’s schism between holiday happiness and untold misery is
intriguing – it’s both a cultural touchstone for generations past and a way marker for
reconciliation.Quokka | CATHERINE SUTHERLAND/LONELY PLANET ©Top
ExperiencesBroomeYou can moan about the price of beer or how long your twice-cooked pork
belly takes to arrive, but one thing is for certain: when that boiling crimson sun sinks slowly
behind a conga-line of camels into the languid Indian Ocean at Cable Beach, you’ll realise that
this is a truly unique part of the planet. One of the world’s great cultural and physical crossroads,
Broome is a melting pot of travellers. You’ll find everything you need (though perhaps not
everything you want) in the backstreets, bars and markets, and on the hostel
noticeboards.Cable Beach | ALEX CIMBAL/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top
ExperiencesBushwalkingWA has an impressive 63 national parks, plus dozens of other nature
reserves and regional parks. That’s a whole lotta nature to explore! Pull on your hiking boots and
hit the track. The Bibbulmun Track, the mother of them all, starts on the outskirts of Perth and
meanders 1000km to Albany on the south coast, sheltered by the cooling southern forests. At
the Valley of the Giants you can walk the 40m-high Tree Top Walk. Other excellent walks, short
and long, criss-cross the state: even within Perth you can bushwalk though Kings Park.Tree Top
Walk, Valley of the Giants | CHAKKRAPHONG JINTHAWET/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top
ExperiencesWest Coast WildlifeSay hello to WA’s unique menagerie of species. Visit the
endangered numbats, woylies, bilbies and boodies of the Dryandra Woodland, the quokkas of
Rottnest Island, or the freshwater crocodiles of Windjana Gorge National Park. Avian species
include the migratory shorebirds of Parry Lagoons Nature Reserve, and the beautiful red-tailed
tropic birds of WA’s southwest coast. Oceanic attractions include migrating humpback whales
and orcas, dolphins at Monkey Mia and mesmerising whale sharks at Ningaloo Reef.Freshwater
crocodile, Windjana Gorge | PIERDEST/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesKarijini National
ParkDeep in the heart of the Pilbara, the shady pools and plunging waterfalls of Karijini offer cool
respite from the oppressive heat of the surrounding ironstone country. Booking an adventure trip
will take you beyond the easily accessible areas to abseil, swim, dive, climb and paddle through
deep water-worn passages. Above gorge level, witness an amazing spring transformation as
wildflowers carpet the plains, and get some altitude on the state’s highest peaks, including the
impressive Punurrunha (Mt Bruce; 1235m).Hancock Gorge | SEAN FARROW/500PX ©Top
ExperiencesPinnacles DesertIt could be mistaken for the surface of Mars, but scattered among
the dunes of Nambung National Park, thousands of ghostly limestone pillars rise from the
surrounding plain like a vast, petrified alien army. One of Australia’s most bizarre landscapes, the
Pinnacles attract thousands of visitors each year. Although it’s easily enjoyed as a day trip from
Perth, staying overnight in nearby Cervantes allows for multiple visits to experience the full
spectrum of colour changes at dawn, sunset and full moon, when most tourists are back in their
hotel beds.BOB CHRISTOPHER/500PX ©Top ExperiencesSurfing the ShorelineIf you can’t
catch a wave on Western Australia’s 12,500km-long coastline, then mate, you’re doing
something wrong. In which case, head straight to one of WA’s excellent surf schools



(Scarborough in Perth is a good place to start) and leave Margaret River and Gnaraloo waves to
the pros, where breaks with nicknames such as Tombstones and Suicides beckon the fearless.
Diving and snorkelling are also excellent in many spots along the WA shore, while windsurfers
and kitesurfers shoot the breeze off gusty Lancelin and Geraldton.Surfing, Margaret River region
| ADRIENA VYZULOVA/SHUTTERSTOCK ©
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David, “Up to date travel guides are important.. Useful and informative, this travel guide gave us
plenty of tips on what to see and do. If you’re heading out west, this is an excellent purchase.
Just ensure you’re getting the latest publication.”

Old grumps, “Helpful but not as good as Rough Guides. We have relied on the rough guides for
many years to help us get the best of visits, Lonely Planet seemed like a good alternative but we
found it lacking in often key information not there and the recommendations didn't suit us or was
not always up to date, given we had purchased the most recent edition disappointing.”

Anthony Thomas, “Great book. we have just returned from Australia and this book was excellent
- we used everyday for 6 weeks and it gave us all the info we wanted and more besides”

Scott Williams, “A great travel guide to this region of Australia.. This book is a comprehensive
guide to the western coastal region of Australia. It covers all of the famous sights I was aware of,
as well as far more sights that I wasn't aware of that are equally as interesting. Lonely Planet
books are my favourite travel books for learning what is worth seeing in an unfamiliar place.I love
using Lonely Planet books to initially research an area, as they are really good at pointing out the
various highlights. I then research each potential highlight on the internet. I have done this for
many years for many countries. I have found it to be the most efficient use of my time and
money to find the right sort of attractions for my needs.”

The book by Lonely Planet has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 37 people have provided feedback.
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